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How does a supercoiled DNA chain pass through a small conical glass pore?
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We investigated the captioned question by a resistive pulse technique, in which a constant electrical

potential was applied inside and outside of a conical glass capillary with its tip opening diameter (d)

down to�10 nm. The insertion of a chain segment into the tip decreases the current (Ip). Our studies on

transport dynamics of individual supercoiled DNA chains through such a tip with different openings at

various potentials (V) reveal that when d z 35 nm, they can pass through the conical glass capillary

without much stretching; namely, the current pulse has a typical triangle shape and its half-height

duration time (Dtd,1/2) decreases, but its occurring frequency (f) increases exponentially, as V increases.

For a smaller tip opening (d z 14 nm), we found that f strangely increases and then decreases with

increasing V. In addition, the current pulse is significantly skewed with a long tail and its minimum

occurs when V z 200 mV. Typically, each current pulse is composed of four steps as follows: (1) Ip
sharply decreases from its baseline (Io) when a DNA chain approaches the tip opening and inserts

a segment to block the pore; (2) the inserted segment is stretched under the electric field gradient so that

the pore is less blocked, resulting in a slight current increase; (3) then Ip slightly decreases once more,

indicating that the pulling of the inserted segment is faster than the relaxation (unwinding) of the rest of

the chain outside so that it clogs at the tip entrance; and (4) Ip gradually increases and finally returns to

Io because more and more segments are gradually pulled in by the electrical field until the entire chain

slips through the conical glass capillary. These steps can be well explained in terms of a big difference

between times of pulling the first segment inside the tip and relaxing the rest of the segments outside.
Introduction

The translocation of individual macromolecular chains through

a small pore (d z 10 nm) has attracted much interest in recent

years. The charged chains, such as synthetic polyelectrolytes and

DNA, are usually driven by an electrical force. In these experi-

ments, a membrane with a biological1–16 or synthetic17–32 pore is

placed between two electrolyte solutions and a constant trans-

membrane electric potential is applied. The passage of a charged

chain or particle through a small pore by an electric force leads to

a transient current decrease because of its excluded volume. With

fast electronics and sensitive detection, each translocation event

can be recorded with a higher time resolution so that its structure

and translocation dynamics could be evaluated. In the past years,

such a method has been tried to discriminate bases of nucleic-

acid,1–3 probe local structure of DNA,4–9,17–24 RNA10 and

proteins;11,12,25–27 and measure forces required to unzip a nucleic

acid13,28,29 or rupture a DNA–protein complex.30 Harrell et al.19

used a double-stranded plasmid DNA (6.6 kbp) and a conical
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polymer pore with a tip opening with a diameter of d ¼ 40 nm to

study the DNA translocation but only observed short-duration

events due to collisions or ‘‘bumping’’, presumably because the

ds-pDNA is a supercoiled circular DNA, and hence has much

less flexibility than conventional ds-DNA.

On the other hand, the translocation of neutral macromole-

cules through a small pore has to be driven by a hydrodynamic

force, such as an elongation flow.33,34 In the past few years,

a combination of a commercially available membrane with

20 nm pores and laser light scattering (LLS) was used to study

the ultra-filtration of: (1) flexible linear polystyrene chains,

confirming the first order coil-to-stretch transition;35,36 (2) star

polystyrene chains, developing a novel method to separate

polymer chains by their topologies instead of size;37,38 and (3)

spherical core–shell micelles made of block copolymers,

unearthing the interaction strength (down to �10 fN) of the

insoluble blocks inside the core.39,40 Recently, a scaling argument

and a first principle calculation were developed to consider the

draining of the chain confined inside a cylindrical pore,41,42 which

successfully account for much smaller measured critical flow

rates. However, these experiments only measured a collective

property, i.e., the critical flow rate, and how a macromolecular

chain changes its conformation through a small pore (<20 nm)

remains unaddressed, presumably due to some experimental

difficulties. Recently, the translocation of DNA in very small
Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 5451–5458 | 5451
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Fig. 1 Etching time dependence of conductance of a typical conical glass

capillary, where 50 mV is applied between the inside and outside of

capillary. The inset is an optical microscopy image of a capillary before

etching.

Fig. 2 (A) Experimental setup for single-molecule measurement with

a conical glass capillary, where both the inside and outside of capillary

were filled with buffer solution (1.0 M KCl, 10 mM Tris, pH 7.4) and

P-DNA was only added to the outside and (B) typical I–V character-

ization curve for capillaries with different tip openings, where each

conductance is marked and the inset shows an SEM image of a conical

glass capillary with a conductance of 191 nS.
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solid-state nanopores were reported,28,43,44 suggesting that the

translocation dynamics were very different from that in a large

pore. Such complexity is attributed to DNA–pore interactions

during translocation.

The small pores made of different proteins have some unique

properties developed through genetic engineering and chemical

modification.6 The limitations are their fixed pore sizes and

mechanical fragility of the lipid bi-layer in which they are

embedded. Therefore, pores made of rigid and strong materials

gradually gain more attention for single biopolymer analysis.

Instead of using solid Si3N4 and a focused-ion-beam, requiring

expensive instruments,31,45 one can also fabricate a conical glass

capillary with its tip opening as small as 10 nm in diameter by

a simple sealing–polishing–etching procedure with no special

equipment but some patience and skills.32 In the current study,

we fabricated conical glass capillaries with a tip opening down to

14 nm to study the translocation of DNA. Supercoiled plasmid

DNA instead of conventional linear ds-DNA is chosen because

the supercoiled structure has higher chain rigidity, enabling the

single chain coil-to-stretch transition during translocation in

a small pore to be more easily observed.46 Our results show the

distinct transport dynamics with different pore sizes. For the

large pore, the expected dynamics, i.e., the monotonic depen-

dence of the event duration time, blockade current and

frequency, were observed, but for the small pore, we observed

that the translocation of most of the DNA chains took four

steps, which can be correlated to the change of chain confor-

mation and the relative difference between the chain relaxation

time and the pulling time under an applied electric field.

Experimental section

Materials

The plasmid LUNIG-Luc of 10 kbp was transformed into E. coli

XL-1 Blue bacteria, cultured and purified using a Plasmid

Extraction Maxi Kit (QIAGEN, Cat#12162).47 The purity and

quantity of the obtained plasmid were assessed by agarose gel

electrophoresis and ultraviolet absorbance. The typical DNA

concentration of the stock solution in Tris buffer (pH 7.4) was

1.4 mg mL�1. The gel electrophoresis shows that freshly extracted

plasmid DNA mainly has a supercoiled chain conformation.

Fabrication of a small conical glass capillary

Borosilicate capillaries (1.5 mm o.d. and 0.8 mm i.d.) were

purchased from A-M System, Inc. Before use, the capillary was

washed with ethanol and D.I. water, followed by drying in

nitrogen air. The end of such a cleaned tube was put in the flame

at�700 �C. After softening, the tip was pulled with the assistance

of tweezers, and cut in the middle, followed by heating the very

end of the cross-section. The left inset in Fig. 1 shows such

a conical glass capillary with its end still sealed. To expose its

cavity, we polished its sealed end with a fine sand paper and

stopped just before exposing its cavity, judged by an optical

microscope. The capillary was then immersed into a glass etchant

(10% HF : 0.83 M NH4F : 3 M HNO3 ¼ 1 : 3 : 1, volume ratio)

with its inner cavity filled with dust-free 1.0 M KCl solution. The

etching process was in situ monitored by measuring the

conductance across the membrane, as shown in Fig. 1. The
5452 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 5451–5458
gradual increase of the current indicates that the cavity enclosed

in the tip is ultimately perforated to form a small opening. Once

etched through a proper opening, the pipette tip was washed with

an excessive amount of water to neutralize the surface. The final

diameter of each conical glass capillary was determined by

electrical conductance in 1.0 M KCl solution, as shown in

Fig. 2A and confirmed by scanning electron microscopy. The

estimated half-angle of a typical conical cavity is �2.5�.

Current-pulse measurements

A HP PC with a National Instruments (NI) PCI-6251 data

acquisition board and BNC-2090 was used for data acquisition.

A Dagan Chem-Clamp voltammeter/amperometer was used as

a potentiostat. Current–time (i–t) curves were recorded using an

in-house virtual instrument written in NI Labview 8.5. The

current was monitored with a 300 kHz sampling rate and

a 10 kHz filter. All the experiments were done inside a home-built

Faraday cage at room temperature (23.0 � 0.5 �C). The current
pulse amplitudes and durations were analyzed using a commer-

cial Igor Pro 6.02 and QuB software package.

Results and discussion

Fig. 2B shows typical I–V characteristics of three conical glass

capillaries with different conductances. For comparison, we also
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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characterized different conical glass capillaries by SEM and

established a relationship between their tip diameters and

conductance. We adapted the methods proposed and used by

White and his coworkers:48,49

Rp ¼ 1

kap

�
1

p tan q
þ 1

4

�
(1)

where Rp is the resistance, ap is the small orifice radius, k is the

conductivity of the solution (10.5 U�1 m�1 for 1.0 M KCl solu-

tion), and q is the conical half-angle measured by an optical

microscope. For a conical glass capillary with a conductance of

191 nS, the radius estimated on the basis of eqn (1) is 137 nmwith

q ¼ 2.5�, agreeing well with that (147 nm) measured by SEM.

Hereafter, listed diameters (d) of the capillaries used are esti-

mated from conductance. In the current study, we mainly used

two capillaries with d ¼ 14 nm and 35 nm, respectively. To

eliminate air bubbles, we filled the capillary with 1.0 M KCl,

10 mM Tris buffer (with 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.4) and vacuumed it
Fig. 3 Representative current traces after adding DNA into solution for t

downward pulse reflects a single-molecule event (translocation through conica

1.0 MKCl, 10 mM Tris, pH 7.4. The lower panels display zoom-ins for some t

respectively. hIoi and hIBi indicate current levels for open and blockade states

pulse in F the half-height duration time Dtd,1/2 is used to reduce possible mea

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
using an oil pump for �5 s. The capillary is then immersed in the

same electrolyte solution. Before adding DNA into the outside

solution, the current trace was recorded as the baseline (Io). After

adding 5 mL of 1.4 mg mL�1 plasmid DNA solution into 990 mL

of buffer, we slightly mixed the solution with the pipette tip. The

final DNA molar concentration was �1.06 nM. Within a few

minutes after DNA was added, many current peaks were

observed at different applied voltages (V), as shown in Fig. 3A

and C for d ¼ 14 nm and Fig. 3B and D for d ¼ 35 nm.

Fig. 3E and F show typical highly time-resolved translocation

events. Each of them contains different stages described as

follows. The initial sharp decrease of the current in each pulse

can be attributed to the blockade of the tip from outside by

a coiled DNA chain. The shapes of event peaks for different tip

openings are obviously different. For d ¼ 14 nm, the peak shape

is quite complicated, with multiple levels of current. The majority

(83%) of events are type A with two downward sub-peaks, while

B and C are minority with only one peak.
wo different tip openings and at different applied voltages, where each

l glass capillary), where DNA concentration is 1.06 nM in buffer solution

ypical events, where types E and F are from d ¼ 14 and 35 nm at 300 mV,

, respectively; Dtd represents duration time but for events with a triangle

surement errors.

Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 5451–5458 | 5453
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Note that for type A events, the minimum current level usually

occurs at the first downward peak, as shown in Fig. 3E, and it

occurs with a relatively lower percentage at lower voltages. For

d ¼ 35 nm, type D often occurs with a triangle shape, while types

E and F occur only occasionally (<5% of the total population)

with a much longer tail. The event blockade current is defined as

hDIi ¼ hIoi � hIBi, shown in Fig. 3. For events with a triangle

shape, we define the half-height width Dtd,1/2 instead of Dtd
because there is a large error in its measured peak duration time.

The duration time and blockade current for each event are

manually measured based on the current traces at different

voltages for different pore sizes. The current traces in Fig. 3A–D

are similar to those previously recorded by using silica nano-

channels,50 small polycarbonate conical pores19 or quartz capil-

laries,22,51 evidencing that these current pulses are indeed related

to the translocation of individual DNA chains through our

current conical glass capillaries.

Fig. 4 shows some typical statistics of the events with different

applied voltages (V) and tip openings (d). As expected, the mean

blockade current (hDIi) increases with V in spite of different tip

openings. For a given V, the event durations for d ¼ 14 nm are

much longer than those for d ¼ 35 nm. In Fig. 4B and D,

a shorter duration is often correlated to a higher blockade

current. Such correlation indicates that each DNA chain remains

in its less stretched coiled state during its translocation, described

by hDIiDtd ¼ hDIstriDtd,str, where hDIi and Dtd are respectively

the mean blockade current and duration time; the subscript ‘‘str’’

denotes a fully stretched DNA chain. The persistence length

(a measure of chain stiffness) of double-stranded DNA chain is
Fig. 4 Statistics of events of translocation of supercoiled pDNA chains throu

voltages, where each data point represents one translocation event, where (A

5454 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 5451–5458
�33 nm in 1 M salt solution52 and that of plasmid DNA chains

should be even longer. Therefore, our currently used supercoiled

plasmid DNA chains would have to be partially stretched before

passing through the 14 nm tip and would result in a flat bottom in

each current pulse with a step-like shape. However, no such pulse

was observed, which is probably because our conical capillary

has a large sensing volume inside.

For d ¼ 35 nm, we can use the Gaussian fitting to obtain the

most probable translocation duration time (Dtd,1/2) from the

duration time distributions in Fig. 4B and D; namely, Dtd,1/2 ¼
225 and 272 ms, respectively, at V ¼ 300 and 200 mV, increasing

as the voltage decreases. While for the small tip opening (d ¼
14 nm), the duration time distribution is much broader. The most

probable duration time is much longer, in ms instead of in ms,

and increases �15 times from 4 ms to 62 ms, when the applied

voltage increases from 200 mV to 300 mV. Further increase of

the applied voltage makes the tip act as a ‘‘gate’’; namely the

measured current drops and reaches a noise level with no further

detectable events, indicating that the tip opening is completely

blocked and stuck by one DNA chain. A similar observation was

reported before.43 However, our observed single histogram peak

in Fig. 4 indicates that there should be no obvious binding of

DNA on all the capillaries at the applied voltages.

Fig. 5A shows that the voltage dependence of the average

duration time can be described as an exponential function,

instead of an inverse one between duration time and electric

force, because each DNA chain has to be stretched in

the translocation, which involves an extra energy barrier.25,53 For

d ¼ 35 nm, we have Vc ¼ 478 mV and z ¼ (kBT)/(eVc) ¼ 0.054,
gh conical glass capillaries with different openings and at different applied

), (B), (C) and (D) are from 288, 620, 93 and 615 events, respectively.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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deduced from the voltage relationship for a capillary. Note that

such a value (the effective charge of a DNA chain inside our

conical glass capillary) is much smaller than those reported for

ss-DNA7,54 and proteins11 using a small protein pore, presumably

due the their geometric difference. For d ¼ 14 nm, Dtd shows an

expected decrease as V increases from 120 mV to 200 mV.

However, further increase of V to 300 mV unexpectedly

increases Dtd.

In the current setup, our conical glass capillary was treated

with acid during its fabrication so that its surface is cationic in

a KCl solution. Under an applied voltage, cations flow out of the

tip but anions and DNA flow in. The opposite flows could slow

down and even hinder the penetration of a long DNA chain into

the pore.6,55,56 As the applied voltage increases, such an effect

becomes more evident. However, the Debye length in 1.0 M KCl

is only �0.3 nm, much smaller than our tip opening. The ques-

tions are whether such an effect alone could make the duration

time 15 times longer when the voltage increases only from

200 mV to 300 mV and why there is a minimum, rather than

a monotonic increase. We will discuss this point later.

Fig. 5B shows that for d ¼ 35 nm, hDIi/hDIio decreases as V

increases. Such a tendency was also observed for single-stranded

homopolymers passing through a 10 nm silicon nitride nano-

pore.44 It suggests that the relative volume occupied by each

DNA chain inside the conical capillary at a higher voltage is

smaller, presumably because it is more stretched with an

increasing force gradient and becomes more draining. Quanti-

tatively, the normalized blockade current (hDIi/hDIio) is
Fig. 5 Voltage dependence of (A) duration time (Dtd for d ¼ 14 nm and

Dtd,1/2 for d ¼ 35 nm), where we used Dtd,1/2 ¼ Aexp (|V|/Vc) to fit data

and found that A ¼ 0.44 � 0.03 ms and Vc ¼ 478 � 31 mV; (B)

normalized blockade current (hDIi/hDIio); and (C) event occurring

frequency (f), where the dashed line in the high voltage range describes

a fitting of f ¼ f0exp (|V|/V0) with f0 ¼ 0.47 � 0.03 Hz and V0 ¼ 186 �
7mV, where each point in (A) and (B) were obtained from 400–800 events

for d ¼ 35 nm, 100–400 events for d ¼ 14 nm and each point in (C)

was obtained from 500–2000 events for d¼ 35 nm and 100–400 events for

d ¼ 14 nm, respectively.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
compared to its theoretical value, the volume ratio of a DNA

chain to the sensing part of the conical capillary, VDNA/Vpore.

Unlike a polystyrene particle or an entirely folded protein, the

coiled DNA chain in the presence of a large amount of salts

should be draining and permeable by counter ions. Assuming

that the DNA chain inside the capillary fills up the conical

volume, i.e., VDNA/Vpore ¼ 1, as schematically shown in Fig. 6A,

we can estimate the permeation factor (p) to be �99% from

hDIi/hDIio ¼ (1 � p)VDNA/Vpore.

On the other hand, considering that each DNA chain is pulled

and elongated as a cylinder under the electric field gradient after

entering the tip opening (d ¼ 35 nm), as schematically shown in

Fig. 6B. Assuming that there is no change in its hydrodynamic

volume, we can estimate its stretched length (L) to be �3 �
103 nm from p(35/2)2L ¼ 4phRhi3/3, where hRhi (�90 nm) is the

effective hydrodynamic radius of p-DNA chains in 1.0 M KCl,

measured by dynamic LLS. Using this estimated L, we estimated

the conical volume (Vpore ¼ 5.3 � 107 nm3) reached by the

inserted chain. A comparison of the measured hDIi/hDIio and the

estimated VDNA/Vpore (¼ 5.4%) leads to p ¼ 85%. Physically,

Fig. 6A should be more reasonable.

For d ¼ 14 nm, hDIi/hDIio depends on voltage in a very

different way. Namely, it first slightly decreases and then

increases. Since the persistence length of DNA is much longer

than d, the chain segment at the tip opening should be fully

stretched. The change of hDIi/hDIio with voltage involves either

the conformation change inside the pore or the blockage of the

chain just outside the tip or both. The possible interaction

between the pore and DNA could not be ignored, especially

when the pore is very small. The increase of hDIi/hDIio with

voltage was observed before for both ds-DNA and ds-RNA in

smaller pores (3–10 nm),43,44 which was attributed to the

enhanced interaction at higher voltages. We are able to use it to

explain our results from the small pore in the high voltage range,

but not for our results obtained in the low voltage range.

Fig. 5C shows that the event frequency (f) as a function of the

applied voltage (V) can be generally described by a van’t Hoff–

Arrhenius law: f ¼ foexp (|V|/V0), where fo f exp (�U*/kT), the

event frequency with no applied voltage, U* is the activation
Fig. 6 Schematic of a DNA chain pulled inside a small conical glass

capillary.

Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 5451–5458 | 5455
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Fig. 7 Schematic of translocation dynamics of a supercoiled plasmid

DNA chain through a small conical glass capillary at a high applied

voltage and their corresponding current response based on Fig. 3E.
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energy, and |V|/V0 (¼ ze|V|/kT) is a barrier reduction factor due to

the applied voltage with z, the magnitude of the total effective

number of elementary charges (e) on a chain.7Note that z is related

to several effects: the access resistance, the charge distribution and

the chain conformation at the pore entrance. The potential V0

corresponds to the minimum voltage required to overcome the

thermal energy aswell as possible electrostatic interaction between

the chain and the pore. For d¼ 35 nm, the data in the high voltage

range are well described by f ¼ foexp (|V|/Vo) with fo ¼ 0.47 �
0.03Hz (at c¼ 1.06nM)andVo¼ 186� 7mV.The estimatedvalue

of z ¼ 0.14 is quite low, as discussed in the analysis of duration

time. Recently, the force exerted on a single DNA chain inside

a nano-capillary was measured by a combination of nano-pores

and optical tweezers,51 which is much weaker than expected.

For d ¼ 14 nm, f anomalously increases in the voltage range

120–220 mV, but then decreases when V further increases in the

range 220–300 mV.

For a given DNA concentration, the capture probability

(event frequency) through the tip is determined by the pulling

force and the chain diffusion. For d ¼ 35 nm, the event duration

time is typically less than 1 ms, much shorter than the inter-event

interval time, implying that f is mainly controlled by diffusion.

Even at a voltage as high as 550 mV, where the inter-event time is

�95 ms estimated from the Gaussian fitting, f is still not satu-

rated to a constant, indicating that the diffusion time of a DNA

chain towards the tip is shorter. On the other hand, even for d ¼
14 nm, the event duration time in the low voltage range is still

shorter than the diffusion time so that f should still be controlled

by diffusion. Only when the event duration time is close to or

longer than the diffusion time, f would become controlled by the

translocation. Therefore, in the voltage range 220–300 mV,

longer dwell time results in less efficient translocation, i.e., the

lower event frequency.

As expected, for a relatively larger tip opening, individual

DNA chains can pass through it without a significant alternation

of its coiled conformation, while for a small tip opening, each

DNA chain has to be stretched and pulled through it. It can be

visualized that pulling the first segment of a DNA chain inside

the tip will create a tension on the rest of the segments outside.

When a lower voltage is used to slowly pull one segment into the

tip, the rest of the segments outside have a sufficient time to relax

and follow the first pulled segment without creating much

tension so that the DNA translocation is similar to that for

a relatively larger tip opening. However, when a higher voltage is

applied, a DNA chain is fast-pushed towards the tip and one

segment is quickly pulled into the tip opening and stretched but

the rest of the segment outside might have no time to relax so that

they are interlocked into each other and stuck at outside of the

tip entrance. Using such a difference in the pulling and relaxation

times, we are able to explain some complicated current profiles

and those anomalous voltage dependences of the normalized

blockade current, duration time and event frequency when

a glass conical capillary with a small tip opening is used. For

example, the long duration time at higher applied voltages is

related to the slow release of the interlocked segments; and the

strange lower event frequency at 300 mV is attributed to the

complete blockage of the tip opening.

Fig. 7 schematically summarises our above discussion based

on the shapes of the current pulses in Fig. 3E. In Step I, a DNA
5456 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 5451–5458
chain driven by the electric force moves towards the entrance of

the tip with a diameter much smaller than its hydrodynamic size.

When it collides with the tip, one segment is sucked in and blocks

the tip opening so that the effective opening is dramatically

reduced, resulting in a current drop, the first downward peak. In

Step II, the electric force pulls and stretches the inserted segment,

which actually reduces the blockade of the tip opening and leads

to a slight increase of the current, as shown in Fig. 3E. Note that

in order to pull the rest of the chain into the conical capillary, the

inserted segment has to be fully stretched before it exerts a force

on the rest of the chain stuck at the outside of the tip. As soon as

the rest of the chain is pulled, the segments outside of the tip

would be forced to come together if there was no sufficient time

for them to relax (slide) from each other into the tip opening,

which would increase the chain density outside, reduce the

counter ion draining and result in a slight decrease of the current,

as shown in Step III. Further, Step IV shows that under

a constant and sufficiently strong pulling force, the interlocked

chain segments outside are gradually relaxed to reduce the

tension so that they are eventually pulled inside the tip in a one-

by-one fashion, leading to a slow increase of the current and final

recovery of the current to its initial value (Io) when the entire

DNA chain is pulled through the tip opening.

Quantitatively, we are able to measure an average duration

time (sS) required to stretch the first segment inserted into the tip

opening in the second step for type A events, as shown in Fig. 3E

namely, sS ¼ 484 � 16 ms at 300 mV when the Gaussian fitting is

used. On the other hand, we can also estimate the time needed for

the rest of the chain outside to relax from the relaxation time (sR)
of the first Rouse–Zimm normal mode for a DNA chain,57,58

sR ¼ 1

ð3pÞ1=2
hsb

3N3=2

kBT
¼ 1

ð3pÞ1=2
hsR

3
F

kBT
(2)

where b and N are the Kuhn length and number of Kuhn

segments per chain and hs and RF are the solvent viscosity and

the average chain end-to-end distance, respectively. For an

ideal chain, R2
F ¼ b2N and R2

G ¼ b2N/6 so that sR z 7.3 ms with
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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RG z 190 nm measured in 1.0 M KCl solution by static LLS.

However, considering that the segments outside are entangled

with each other, we should estimate the relaxation time from the

reptation limit by57,58

sRz
b2N3f3=2

D
z

b3N3f3=2

Db
z

6phsL
3
cf

3=2

kBT
(3)

where Lc is the contour length of DNA and f is the chain density

in its occupied volume. For a 10 kbp plasmid DNA, Lc z 7.5 mm

and f z 0.36% estimated from f ¼ Mw/(NA � 4p/3 � R3
h) with

Mw and Rh being the weight-average molar mass and average

hydrodynamic radius of DNA, respectively. In this way, sR z
370 ms, much longer than that calculated from the longest

Rouse–Zimm relaxation. In either case, sR > sS so that the rest of

the chain is stuck onto the tip opening when the first inserted

segment is quickly pulled. Such relaxation of a DNA chain was

previously visualized by fluorescence microscopy, in which one

chain end was attached to a bead that was manipulated with

optical tweezers and the other end was stretched by a hydrody-

namic force (an elongation flow).59 The measured relaxation time

(few seconds) was longer than the estimated Zimm relaxation

time. Moreover, the measured force of stretching a DNA

chain was in the pN range,60,61 fairly close to that for DNA in

nano-capillaries.51

One tentative reader might find that Fig. 3E shows an over-

shoot of the current at the end of Step IV for different types of

the events before the current returns to its corresponding initial

value (Io). It should be emphasized that this is not an electronic

signal overshoot because the current traces have no such feature

when a tip with a larger opening is used. Such an overshoot is

actually attributed to charges on DNA; namely, when a DNA

chain moves from the tip upwards, its carried charges move in the

same direction, which should slightly increase the measured

current in comparison with Io in the pure electrolyte solution

without DNA. Such a current enhancement for the biopolymer

translocation was also observed before.62,63
Conclusion

The studies of translocation of supercoiled 10 kbp plasmid DNA

through a small conical glass capillary with different tip openings

and at different applied voltages have unearthed its detailed

chain dynamics at the tip entrance. For the tip with a relatively

large opening (d ¼ 35 nm), this is not surprising; namely, the

translocation frequency increases, but the half-height duration

time decreases exponentially as the applied voltage increases; and

the normalized blockade current is less affected by the voltage,

agreeing well with the electrophoresis theory. When the tip

opening (d ¼ 14 nm) is much smaller than the size of a coiled

plasmid DNA chain, it adopts a very different translocation

dynamics through the conical glass capillary, depending on the

applied voltage. Our results reveal that there exist two different

times; namely, one is the time (sS) needed to stretch the first chain

segment inserted into the tip opening by the electrical pulling

force; and the other is the time (sR) required for the rest of the

chain segments outside the tip to relax under such a pulling so

that they can slip through the tip opening in a one-by-one

fashion. Quantitatively, sS estimated from Step II in type A

current pulse is 484 � 16 ms at 300 mV, while sR ranges from
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
7.3 to 370 ms, depending on whether we use the relaxation time

of the first Rouse–Zimm normal mode or the time for a chain to

reptate from its entangled surrounding. When sS [ sR (a rela-

tively larger tip opening or a relatively lower applied voltage),

each chain can deform and pass through the glass capillary

without blocking the tip opening because each segment has

a sufficient time to relax and follow the pulling force. On the

other hand, when sS � sR (a smaller tip opening or a higher

applied voltage), quickly stretching the first segment inserted

inside the tip opening exerts a force on the rest of the chain

outside and creates a tension but the chain does not have

sufficient time to relax. Therefore, they are interlocked with each

other and stuck onto the tip with a relatively more compact and

less draining conformation, slowing down its translocation

through the tip opening. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first explanation detailed for how multiple levels of the current

blockade correspond to the chain conformational change,

different from those previously reported for the translocation of

DNA or RNA through a protein channel or a small solid-state

cylindrical pore. Using these two different time scales, we are

able to satisfactorily explain the translocation dynamics and

those complicated shapes of the current pulses measured in

a small pore. Our current study also shows that conical glass

capillaries can be easily fabricated and effectively used in the

resistive-pulse technique to detect the translocation of individual

macromolecular chains.
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